What is iBooking
iBooking is designed to work seamlessly with Outlook, making meeting
room booking much easier never than before. iBooking is a real time meeting
room booking solution that increase the productivity use of your meeting
room resources and prevents both double booking and
forgotten cancellations. With iBooking, you can now
integrate with your existing Outlook calendar for meeting
room booking purposes, customers use iBooking system
to send meeting request to invite parties to join the
meeting. The meeting schedule can be broadcasted to
LCD display at real time. If a meeting is rescheduled or
cancelled, the meeting schedule will be automatically
updated in the LCD display as well.
With iBooking you can centrally manage your meeting room booking and
keep everyone in the office informed of the booking status. Management can
see the meeting room booking utilization report for review purposes.

Dashboard management of all your
meeting rooms, equipment and
resources
With
the
system
dashboard
management tool, users can manage
all their bookings and booking status,
check who will join the meeting and any resources and equipment booked
for the meeting.

Check meeting room availability at your home screen
iBooking allow you to check the meeting rooms and resources availability
and make the booking at your finger tip almost effortless.

4 Steps to complete the booking request
Even users without technical training can use
the iBooking System to book meeting room and
invite attendants without any problem. With the
iBooking system intuitive UI design, the system
will guide user to complete the booking request
in just 4 steps.

For more information, please visit:
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Maximize your company resources utilization
The iBooking system is not just a meeting room booking tool, it also helps
your company to maximize the company resources by allocating the right
resources at the right time to the right party. iBooking system make use of
the meeting space in the most
efficient way. Apart from the
meeting room booking
purposes, iBooking system
can also allow user to book
equipment, catering service
etc.

Management report at a glance
Management by using iBooking system to check which meeting room has
the highest usage rate, which department/organizer use meeting room most
frequently, the management can also tell how the meeting rooms utilization
rate, and how long the meeting last. All these information are useful in
planning meeting room resources to cope with company expansion.

Optional mobile apps booking function
User can use mobile phone to book a room, check the booking history, can
cancel booking and extend booking.

Optional value added feature to boost your employee’s productivity
iBooking provide AD integration and MS outlook calendar syn function to
help boost your employee’s productivity.

LCD display panel shows all meeting details
iBooking system come with various form of room display, customer can
choose to use touch or non-touch display panel, either e-Ink display (low
energy consumption and more power efficient than LCD) or all-in-one
Android based display panel (offer color display layout and support PoE).
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